
Middle & High School IEPs-
What's Different?



About Me
Advocate
Philadelphia area
Lobbyist
Former Teacher
Mom
Vintage Pyrex Collector
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Your Worksheet
It came via email. Or take notes.

Mute yourself.
Close tabs.



@DontIEPalone  #DontIEPalone





Is this you?
It feels like there is so much to

know about IEPs, and you don't

know where to start. You don't feel

any more confident than you did 5+

years ago.



Is this you?
You feel like your child isn't making

progress, and time is running out.



Is this you?
Your child is of transition age.... and

the school is trying to remove

services....and, and, and...........



Then you are in the right place!

01 02 03 04
Common themes
in "big kid" IEPs

IDEA and the 6
Principles of

Special
Education

Discount on my
Online IEP
Advocacy
Training

Setting the
Foundation for
you and your

child.





We want them to
be successful.
It's a lot--constantly thinking about

your own mortality.

As Independent as
Possible.....



Fast Forward
I thought I knew.....

But I didn't know what I didn't

know.

But let's talk about
you.....



IDEA

AGES 3-21

IDEA Part B (Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act)

IDEA does not speak to grade
levels specifically
Only "transition" at 16 (may vary)
No requirements as far as a
meeting or changing the IEP
But, BEST PRACTICE
If needs or environment changes,
IEP should change
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TO THINK ABOUT:



evaluations to determine strengths, areas of need, baselines, etc.

Goals developed from information gathered in evals.

What supports and services are needed to achieve these goals?

What placement is best suited to implement this IEP?
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Evaluations

Supports & Services

Goals

Placement

IEP Process (actually defined in IDEA)



6 Principles of IDEA

FAPE -FREE  TO

PARENTS

APPROPRIATE

EVALUAT IONS

PARENT

PART IC IPAT ION

PROCEDURAL

SAFEGUARDS

INDIV IDUAL IZEDLRE -LEAST

RESTR ICT IVE

ENV IRONMENT



Let's wait and see...... (you just
were told no)

"We have to..." and all of its cousins.
"Well, let's try..." "We don't do that" or
"In this building, we...."

Demands are going to
increase....why does it make sense
that supports would decrease?

Directive not collaborative.



3 THINGS
TO LOOK
FOR

Academic
Social
ADLs

Again, this is not
defined in IDEA, this is

all mine, based on
clients and IEPs over
12 years. And there is

overlap.
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Create the VISION for
your Child.

 
Set the tone for

advocacy.
 
 



BONUS TIPS
Rehearse your "go to"
phrase in the car, mirror,
etc.

"Can you show me where
that is...."

EVERYTHING IN WRITING





I have never seen training like the IEP Advocacy Academy! Since
starting training in the Academy I have enjoyed learning
everything I can about Advocating for children. 

It has inspired me to start my own Advocacy business where I
live to help parents who don’t know how to navigate the IEP
process. I have already spoken to parents about what they can
do for their children and to always make sure data and
documentation is included in meetings.
 
My advocacy has changed since beginning the Academy. The
Academy has taught me the questions to ask parents about
their child, their present levels, and their needs as well as what
additional questions to ask to help gather the information I
need to help. I am also advising parents on any assessments
they may need and the ways parents should communicate with
the schools. 

The Academy is helping me to advise parents and I look forward
to continue learning and to continue to help parents navigate
the IEP process. Thanks to the Academy I have been able to help
parents and I look forward to continue learning and helping
parents advocate for their children.

Patty



HOW DO I........
Option 1: Keep doing what you're

doing, muddle through....







PARENTS & PROS
Because you never know

where life is going to take
you.....



QUESTIONS


